
APPENDIX - CO-DESIGN PHASE ENGAGEMENT

Appendix A | SURVEY

Q1. How important is this theme to you?
Theme 1: Bringing People Together across Different Generations

Fig. 1: Importance of Theme 1: Bringing People Together across Different Generations (n=37)

Q2. Choose THREE images that best describe how this theme might be
brought to life on this site

Image 1: Ways of Bringing Theme 1 to Life



Fig. 2: Responses to Question 2 (n=38)

Q3. Do you have any other thoughts or ideas?
● Important to allow for canine companions. Many older people rely on them

for social interactions.
● Please provide motorcycle, bicycle, and scooter parking.
● It is also important to place amenities where they can be easily accessed

by those travelling by car or public transport (think families with young
children or babies).  A safe, direct and visually pleasant line of access to
food and beverage retailers (e.g. well-lit paths from the park to the venues)
would help boost use of the amenities as people can relax there and then
go for a meal, for example. Amenities should allow pop-up food and
beverage stalls to locate there during periods of peak use. If possible, the
ACT Government should trial a number of different locations to test which
works best for people.

● I think it is important to build community, but think it must be done
carefully to limit impacts on other uses in the surrounding area (e.g. music
concerts would impact on the offices and residences and possibly
Canberra College). I think smaller scale activities are more appropriate to
promote real connections and getting to know locals, which is what
actually supports mental health (as opposed to large crowds that actually
discourage interaction). A community workshop space where locals can go
each week to learn new things would be amazing. Or a repair cafe, men's
shed, community garden, etc.

● Shade to attract people, lighting and paths for safety and access & bins so
it stays clean.

● Bringing generations together isn’t very important to me because I would
rather hang out with my friends. Maybe a place for parents and their
children would be good but I think most generations would prefer to keep
to their own generations (at least I would and I know my friends would).

● The design could incorporate skateable furniture and/or skate-friendly
elements. Skateboarding is hugely popular in Canberra and new public



spaces are likely to be frequented by young people riding skateboards
(and scooters/BMX), so the inclusion of skateable furniture would cater for
these groups. It would also provide passive surveillance, activate the space
and cater to the needs of young people.

● 1. Image 2.4, playspaces. Install calisthenics equipment suitable for adults
(the American definition of calisthenics, not the Australian). Pullup bars, dip
bars and so on. kenguru.com is one manufacturer (I have no affiliation with
them). Too many playgrounds are suitable for kids' physical activity only.
See your statement above about "diverse genders, cultures and abilities".
2. The existing bike path next to the Hellenic club needs to stay. It's a major
thoroughfare. I am aware of attempts by the Hellenic club to turn this area
into a taxi rank, further encroaching on the limited public space available. If
they want a taxi rank they can carve part of it out of their own carpark, not
out of public space.3. Safe public toilets are a must.

● Bringing the bus interchange closer to the Westfield centre, many older
Australians are struggling to walk from the buses to the shops.

● Not at all. There a lot of teenager already hanging around the area. This
would be another  hang out place for them. I dont think it's necessary.

● Shade trees will be a welcome and beautiful addition to the space.
Deciduous trees, not gum trees. Deciduous trees will supply shade in
summer, beautiful colour in autumn and light in winter.

● Emphasis on safety and good lighting not only in the space, but also in
surrounding walkways and parking lots to ensure the community feels safe
going to and from the space

● Increase of security as there are too many thefts related incidents in the
area. When designing on behalf of those with a disability please use
representatives from the various groups to road test ideas. For example -
Canberra Airport - mostly good but signage for toilets is so small that one
has to be almost at the toilet to see it. Areas like Sydney - ghastly as their
airport is - have large not unattractive signage that can be seen from a
distance. Given the push for a digital city - consider having location apps
built that one can download and use a signal to direct them to the front
door of a facility they want (or need) to get to. And don't forget backup -
just because their may be an electronic wayfinding app - does not mean
everyone will have it or that it may not be working. So many exciting
possibilities.

● Emphasis on safety and good lighting not only in the space, but also in
surrounding walkways and parking lots to ensure the community feels safe
going to and from the space

● Accessibility for everyone (including the elderly or mobility impaired) is so
important both within the space but also in terms of connections to the
space - public spaces need to be well connected to shops, transport,
walkways etc so that people can get to them easily and safely. Signage
and maps showing people what is around the area and how to get to
services like toilets, buses etc would be very useful..



Q4. How important is this theme to you?
Theme 2: Showcasing the Best of Urban Life

Fig. 3: Importance of Theme 2: Showcasing the Best of Urban Life (n=34)



Q5. Choose THREE images that best describe how this theme might be
brought to life on this site

Image 2: Ways of Bringing Theme 2 to Life



Fig. 4: Responses to Question 5 (n=38)

Q6. Do you have any other thoughts or ideas?
● Shared spaces that are flexible would allow people to make the best of the

limited space available within the area to be developed. It’s really important
that this new section of Woden have character - and is inviting to linger
and socialise.

● Would love to see a green focus that promotes ecological values and
connecting locals with country. All this development in Woden presents an
opportunity to demonstrate how highly urban areas can sit within the
landscape rather than on top of it. I think a green, connected town centre
will greatly improve liveability and make the place a home.

● Outdoor areas are great but too cold for much of the year. Needs to be
indoor/outdoor integration so it gets used.

● I would like to see more places to be able to sit down and hang out with
friends. As a college student I think I speak for all of us when I say that we
are pretty lazy. If there were to be places like this they would have to
exceed what we need because if it only just meets our expectations then it
won’t be enough to make us want to walk the distance. To make sure that
we do go to the effort of waking to these new locations I think they would
have to have shade in summer and sun in the winter. Free wifi would also
go a long way to helping draw more young people. Another thing would
be somewhere to get food and drink. This would probably have to be fast
food as most of us don’t have the patience or willingness to go into a cafe
and wait for some fancy food. Live music could help out but I think some of
us also don't want lots of background noise for somewhere like this so
maybe only live music during afternoons and evenings or on weekends.

● Green walls are a must. There is so much tall building around Woden that
there is no sense of scale of the natural world. The wind tunnel between



the "Grand central" Geocon building and the building housing Access
Canberra is just terrible.

● Keep the bike path next to the Hellenic club. It's a major thoroughfare
across this part of the town centre.

● I agree that more greenery is a good thing, however,  I don't believe it
needs to be in this particular space. As you said, Edison park is very close
by and I'm sure people could experience a strong connection to country
and nature just a short walk away from this site.

● Canberra also has many other national parks and where you can
experience a stronger connection to country and nature. All of these are
only a short trip away

● I don't believe we have to sacrifice a car park to this cause
● Where would the other residents of GCT be parking? Like honestly this

parking has been really convenient for us and now we are just informed
that it's going to be a park

● This need to carefully consider what it is we are bringing to life.
Developers, development and the cost of housing has increasingly
dislocated people from the community.  We don't want another
development that tells the young, the poor, and the old they are not
welcome there.

● It is wonderful living in Canberra because of the beautiful vegetation in
many areas and I would applaud the addition of foliage in whatever Woden
ends up being.  However please do be aware that it can cause issues for
some people and this should be taken into account. For example those
sensitive to light may have trouble negotiating through foliage that
exacerbates dappled sunlight.  This is not easy to get around but as long
as the paths can be trusted and maintained regularly and some thought is
given to where trees are planted and how the shadows might fall - it may
end up more more easy to navigate for all

● Physical comfort is so important when it comes to encouraging people to
be outdoors - communal areas should be well lit at night but also very well
shaded and protected from bad weather - long stretches of hot bare
concrete paths are horrible to walk on during summer or when it's raining.



Q7. How important is this theme to you?
Theme 3: Valuing and Sharing the Spirit of Place

Fig. 5: Importance of Theme 3: Valuing and Sharing the Spirit of Place (n=33)



Q8. Choose THREE images that best describe how this theme might be
brought to life on this site

Image 3: Ways of Bringing Theme 3 to Life



Fig. 6: Responses to Question 8 (n=38)

Q9. Do you have any other thoughts or ideas?
● I think it is important that we acknowledge and connect to the traditional

owners of the land.  This can be done explicitly in public spaces through
installing works of art and by using plants used by Indigenous people for
food, medicine etc.

● Curved pathways to encourage people to slow down and look at the other
things identified above.

● I like all these ideas, but feel that bringing country into the site is most
important. As mentioned, there is too much concrete.

● Safe, well lit and accessible pathways are key to creating useable common
space. Create access paths, not just â€˜placeâ€™ (sic) paths.

● Having nice grass and bushy areas and places to be able to hang out
around nature is good but I think most teenagers would just prefer to look
at that rather than actually walk among it. I also don’t think we would
recognise the importance of including Ngunnawal language and culture in
these areas.

● Bradley St (except for the northern end) is an excellent example of human
scale within a built environment. It's a place I would LIKE to visit.

● Compare this with the abomination that is the Canberra Centre in Civic.
● Completely closed off at street level, no connection to community, ugly as

hell and with all the smaller street closures around it, a place I actively
avoid at all costs.

● I'd like to have somewhere to park my car.
● Attractive native flowers would be nice, not clumps of native grass that

look like weeds (think Northbourne Avenue).



● A mix of low native plants and shrubs (great for bugs and birds) combined
with large exotic trees (better for shade, deciduous for sun during winter,
fire-retardant and no dropping limbs) is the best for public spaces.

Q10. What does an ideal community setting for Phillip Block 1, Section 7 look
and feel like, and what will happen there?

● A balance of spaces for active and passive enjoyment with services such
as lighting, seating, shade, drinking water fountains, etc.

● It should be a place of natural ambience with a welcoming feel where
people can connect to place and others, and feel like they belong.

● An ideal community setting for Phillip Block 1 would include a space which
is open and accessible to all people from different backgrounds, lifestyles
and walks of life. It would be a space where business people working in
the area can meet and chat, where children living in the area can play and
connect with others, where school students in the area can hang out and
where older populations can relax and spend time. It would be a
community hub, a vibrant and happening area, as well as being a space
accessible and convenient for the public.

● Community spaces, car park, business ground level, residential units, office
commercial space.

● The Consultation Report sets out some very good principles about what an
ideal community setting looks like. Such as good and open building
design, innovative use of public space and good connections to other parts
of Woden. I am happy to support the findings of the Report.

● We also need to link existing facilities to Phillip Block 1 Section 7. For
example, kids using the skatepark can easily access the proposed
amenities via safe paths without needing to cross a road. We need to
ensure cycle paths continue to be available and enable cyclists to get to
and from work and detour to the new amenities.

● A space for learning and engaging in local workshops.
● Native plants and fauna to support connection to Eddison Park and

Yarralumla Creek.
● Spaces which are populated (activities, not residences) to attract locals to

engage. (i.e. getting people out of their apartments).
● Green open space, not concrete.
● No tall buildings - there are enough around.
● Interesting features that community members are drawn to, so it doesn’t

become run down … like lots of other parts of Woden.
● Green space blended with urban use (cafes, pop ups).
● Safe, well lit and accessible pathways are key to creating useable common

space. Create access paths, not just â€˜placeâ€™ (sic) paths.
● Somewhere with live music would attract people during evenings and

nights and somewhere for teenagers to hang out would be good. The
problem with that is that teenagers probably wouldn’t go and I think it
would be very difficult to attract us. Possibly a small sports area could help.

● Markets, music, slow walkers.
● A place where anyone can go and enjoy their preferred activities.



● Consideration of NOISE. Chip sealing of roads creates considerable road
noise, it's like living in a tinnitus factory.

● An ideal feeling for B1 section 7 is a complete ban on loud exhausts.
Consider all the people living in the Grand Central building - one noisy
vehicle will wake them all up.

● Noise removes people from the environment through making it
uncomfortable to be there. Hence some kind of barrier between the bus
interchange and the rest of the space is necessary.

● Colourful, not big and open but with defined spaces of different sizes to
suit groups/activities. There will be organised events, like concerts, plays
but also just spaces where people can sit with friends. Cafes, restaurants
open into this space so people buy food and beverages at different
organisations but bring them into the space.  A bit like Darling Square in
Sydney (but better).

● Green space.
● The Ideal community setting for Phillip Block 1, Section 7 looks like a

carpark and feels like somewhere you can park your car.
● What will happen there?
● People will park their cars.
● Where would the other residents of GCT be parking? Like honestly this

parking has been really convenient for us and now we are just informed
that it's going to be a park. Then all business, offices and establishments
won't have any parking.

● I think it would be good to have some space that will draw people in but is
also conducive to an evolving process.  In a way have some spaces where
we don't know what will happen there because it hasn't happened yet.
Could we think about the elements that let space grow and evolve without
being too prescriptive, then we end up with something with no soul - a bit
like a lot of Gungahlin.

● For look, see below. It should feel welcoming, safe and well maintained.
Somewhere you want to bring visitors from out of town.

● I would love to see an open park that balances the high concentration of
high rises in the area. An off leash dog park would encourage lots of use by
the locals which would increase passive surveillance.

● Community gathering places but with green space. There's so many
high-rises around that it would be lovely to have more green space
intermingled with things like pop up shops and weekend markets,
concerts, dining.

● Lots of publicly accessible green space, all levels of ability accessible.
● A multipurpose space that can host a variety of events, markets, etc. that

promotes community and encourages a safe Woden centre.



Q11. Describe the physical space, a space that you think would reflect an ideal
community setting.

● A mix of open and sheltered space to allow response to sun, rain, etc.
● A clean well maintained natural environmental space where you can take

off your shoes, just as you do when you arrive home. A changing space as
people's needs fluctuate over time so that it is not a stagnant sterile place.

● Sunlight, open air, native plantings.
● The physical space would be an area which is flexible and able to be used

in many different ways. It would be a space with good access to bins, an
area which embraces the environment and makes an active effort to
reduce waste.

● A place in Woden for residents and workers to slow down and chat, have a
break etc that still has access to cafes or affordable pubs that let people
socialise during the day or after work.

● A medium sized building to support community workshops and
connection spaces.

● Murals on the building.
● A community garden, including bush foods and pollinator plants.
● Sheltered seating areas to protect from sun and wind.
● An ideal community setting would see somewhere that will see sun in

winter and only a little bit of sun in summer. While we want to be cool in
summer we also don’t want to feel too cold so somewhere that will remain
warm even though shaded.

● Somewhere with food would also attract me. Possibly something small like
a taco van or burger van or something to big similar (sic).

● Cafes, music, gardens, grassy patches, shade and sun, play equipment for
children and concrete for them to ride bikes and scooters. Water play for
summer time.

● Spaces for different age groups and interests, like skateboarding.
● The buildings can be tall, but have to be at human scale at ground level.

Refer other comment about the Canberra Centre abomination.
● The space should not only be at human scale but there is an opportunity to

spill it over into surrounding streets. For example, the street in image 14.8, I
work near there and it's horrible to walk through.

● The  B1 section 7  space needs places to sit, and be sheltered from the
wind tunnels caused by surrounding buildings.

● Plants and trees, plenty of chairs and tables of different sizes to suit
different size groups, especially singles. Light and bright. Easy to maintain
and keep clean. Quality smallish cafes, not big name fast food outlets.

● Leave it as a carpark.
● Leave it as a carpark. There is already limited parking as there is.
● A green space that is low maintenance, with native plants that attract

native animals and offer an opportunity for learning e.g. bee hives.
● The physical space is currently a car park. The only thing I would change

about it is the addition of more car spaces.
● Interesting to look at and interesting to be in.  Interesting shapes and views.

Ecology and the environment meets inner urban decay and something
beautiful grows. We don't want to have a shopping mall turned inside out.

● Comfortable green space, with no gum trees, with seating and areas for
public dining/picnics. Plenty of shade for the summer, with beautiful
flowers (not all necessarily native).

● Large lawn with community garden, shaded space and benches to
socialise.



● A mix of greenery and infrastructure. Accessible to all, well lit and safe, a
variety of different offerings and activities.

● I think solarpunk type designs where there are a lot of plants working in
harmony, swap spots, free library, colourful walls and lanterns, good
lighting at night, not too noisy (no loud loud (sic) cover bands all the
freaking time). Art everywhere.

● A space which promotes connectivity with the local area while also
allowing people someone (sic) to relax in nature.

Q12. Describe the types of activities you imagine in the community setting
● Dog walking, children playing, market stalls, cafes (but not too many), art

and street furniture, gardens, etc.
● Incorporating planting parties where plants are swapped out where

possible to provide an ever changing landscape that changes according to
the seasons.

● I can imagine activities such as community markets, performances and
groups such as group physical activity using this space. I can imagine it
being a space which can be used by the Woden Youth Centre to hold
activities as well as an area which people can read, catch up with friends
and relax during the work day.

● Markets, pop up stalls, cafes.
● A mixture of activities. Locals walking to work. Workers eating lunch and

relaxing in the open air. People living outside the apartment zone visiting to
use the amenities (i.e. visiting Woden to do more than shopping). Kids
gathering and using multiple facilities (e.g. the new amenities and existing
amenities nearby eg the skate park).

● A pub with a beer garden or seating outside that feels a little removed
from the concrete of the rest of Woden.

● Sustainability workshops similar to Canberra environment centre.
● Other workshops perhaps hosted by the community e.g. dance, cooking,

learn to do xyz.
● Community gardening or caretaking of plantings.
● Locals and office workers sitting in the sheltered place to relax.
● Office workers having lunch.
● Children playing after school.
● Residents walking their dogs.
● Pop up retail for peak times, community events, a place for regular

meeting- lunch, after school/work.
● Live music and sport events would probably help attract me. As a musician

I would enjoy the opportunity to be able to perform to people.
● Skateboarding.
● Moving out of surrounding buildings to get fresh air.
● Doing physical activities on suitable equipment.
● Being able to sit in shade.
● Being able to sit in a quiet place.
● Performances, art displays, come and try activities like yoga, dance.
● Parking cars.
● I think it depends on the theme to an extent.  We have to be careful to



make the theme 'palatable' or 'inoffensive' or rich people's idea of urban
life (sic). That's boring.

● Picnics/dining/relaxing/people walking dogs.
● Gardening.
● Markets, performances, festival celebrations (e.g. lunar new year).
● Weekend markets or night markets would bring people out. Maybe even

pop up events like the ice rink in civic? It sounds stupid, but what about a
community singalong night or something? Organised free creative
activities that need little equipment to bring in the people from the high
rises and medium density in Woden.

● Meeting friends, local workers eating lunch, occasional community
activities.



Q13. Which of the following building interfaces would you consider as most
active? Please choose your top FOUR images.

Image 4: Most Active Interfaces Exercise



Fig. 7: Selections from Question 13 (n=39)



Q14. Which of the following building interfaces would you consider as least
active? Please choose your top FOUR images.

Image 5: Least Active Interfaces Exercise



Fig. 8: Selections from Question 14 (n=37)

Additional comments
A number of comments were made which did not directly relate to survey
questions, All responses as follows:

● I'm not sure where to put this, but I'd like to reiterate the point I made in my
previous submission. There are currently 32 free motorcycle parking
spaces in the carpark. Other redevelopments (for example in the city) have
seen these spaces progressively removed and not replaced. Any design
brief for a redevelopment of the car park at Philip Block 1 Section 7 must
specify that there are to be at least 32 motorcycle parking spaces to be
included in the new car park, and that these must be publicly accessible
and free of charge..

● Outdoor areas are great but too cold for much of the year. Needs to be
indoor/outdoor integration so it gets used.

● I would like to see more places to be able to sit down and hang out with
friends. As a college student I think I speak for all of us when I say that we
are pretty lazy. If there were to be places like this they would have to
exceed what we need because if it only just meets our expectations then it



won’t be enough to make us want to walk the distance. To make sure that
we do go to the effort of waking to these new locations I think they would
have to have shade in summer and sun in the winter. Free wifi would also
go a long way to helping draw more young people. Another thing would
be somewhere to get food and drink. This would probably have to be fast
food as most of us don’t have the patience or willingness to go into a cafe
and wait for some fancy food. Live music could help out but I think some of
us also don’t want lots of background noise for somewhere like this so
maybe only live music during afternoons and evenings or on weekends.

● Skateboarding.
● Where would the other residents of GCT be parking? Like honestly this

parking has been really convenient for us and now we are just informed
that it's going to be a park.

● Connections between spaces should also accommodate modes of
transport other than walking. In particular, skateboarding, scootering and
cycling, which are hugely popular. Skateable furniture could also be
incorporated into connections between spaces.

● Green walls are a must. There is so much tall building (sic) around Woden
that there is no sense of scale of the natural world. The wind tunnel
between the "Grand central" Geocon building and the building housing
Access Canberra is just terrible. Keep the bike path next to the Hellenic
club. It's a major thoroughfare across this part of the town centre.

● I strongly believe the only thing this space should be used for is car
parking, nothing else. This site is surrounded by a hotel with no onsite
parking  (Abode), an apartment building with no visitor parking (Grand
Central Towers), a busy shopping centre (Westfield), and a popular club
(The Hellenic Club). It is also used by many people who work in the area. If
this carpark suddenly stops being a car park, it would cause chaos. Some
evidence of this potential chaos is when the last row of the current carpark
was closed during the construction of the new bus interchange. During this
time you could often see cars circling the carpark in search of a free space
for  a very long time before just parking illegally by stopping in the middle
of the road or parking in the striped yellow bit next to the disabled spots
which are designed to give people more space to get in and out of the car.
Having just one row closed caused enough disruption. Please consider this
before closing the whole carpark

● I agree that more greenery is a good thing, however, I don't believe it
needs to be in this particular space. As you said, Eddison park is very close
by and I'm sure people could experience a strong connection to country
and nature just a short walk away from this site. Canberra also has many
other national parks and where you can experience a stronger connection
to country and nature. All of these are only a short trip away. I don't believe
we have to sacrifice a car park to this cause

● Not at all. There are a lot of teenagers already hanging around the area
(sic). This would be another  hang out place for them. I don’t think it's
necessary!



● This need (sic) to carefully consider what it is we are bringing to life.
Developers, development and the cost of housing has increasingly
dislocated people from the community.  We don't want another
development that tells the young, the poor, and the old they are not
welcome there.

● Shade trees will be a welcome and beautiful addition to the space.
Deciduous trees, not gum trees. Deciduous trees will supply shade in
summer, beautiful colour in autumn and light in winter.

● Increase of security as there are too many thefts related incidents in the
area.

● When designing on behalf of those with a disability please use
representatives from the various groups to road test ideas. For example -
Canberra airport - mostly good but signage for toilets is so small that one
has to be almost at the toilet to see it. Areas like Sydney - ghastly as their
airport is - have large not unattractive signage that can be seen from a
distance. Given the push for a digital city - consider having location apps
built that one can download and use a signal to direct them to the front
door of a facility they want (or need) to get to.  and don't forget backup -
just because there may be an electronic wayfinding app - does not mean
everyone will have it or that it may not be working . So many exciting
possibilities.

● It is wonderful living in Canberra because of the beautiful vegetation in
many areas and I would applaud the addition of foliage in whatever Woden
ends up being.  However please do be aware that it can cause issues for
some people and this should be taken into account,. for example those
sensitive to light may have trouble negotiating through foliage that
exacerbates dappled sunlight.  This is not easy to get around but as long
as the paths can be trusted and maintained regularly and some thought is
given to where trees are planted and how the shadows might fall - it may
end up more easy to navigate for all.

● Emphasis on safety and good lighting not only in the space, but also in
surrounding walkways and parking lots to ensure the community feels safe
going to and from the space.

● Accessibility for everyone (including the elderly or mobility impaired) is so
important both within the space but also in terms of connections to the
space - public spaces need to be well connected to shops, transport,
walkways etc so that people can get to them easily and safely. Signage
and maps showing people what is around the area and how to get to
services like toilets, buses etc would be very useful.

● Physical comfort is so important when it comes to encouraging people to
be outdoors - communal areas should be well lit at night but also very well
shaded and protected from bad weather - long stretches of hot bare
concrete paths are horrible to walk on during summer or when it's raining.



Demographics:

Q. Which of the following best describes your gender?

Fig. 9: Descriptions of Gender (n=38)

Q. What is your age?

Fig. 10: Descriptions of Age (n=38)



Q. Do you identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander?

Fig. 11: Identification as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander (n=38)

Appendix B | YOUTH POP-UPS
Space was provided for any additional ideas written on sticky notes, and these
ideas were:

● Arcades set young people for gambling (i.e. slot machines)
● Outdoor games (i.e. carnival games)
● Big bike facilities (bike and ride) near the light rail stop

The number of different coloured dots against each image on each board were
counted, and the combined numbers of selections from the three youth
engagements are as follows:



Theme 1 - Bringing People Together Across Different Generations
Highly Desirable

Image 6: Combined selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes for Theme 1

Desirable

Image 7: Combined selections for Desirable Outcomes for Theme 1



Undesirable

Image 8: Combined selections for Undesirable Outcomes for Theme 1



Theme 2 - Showcasing the Best of Urban Life
Highly Desirable

Image 9: Combined selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes for Theme 2



Desirable

Image 10: Combined selections for Desirable Outcomes for Theme 2



Undesirable

Image 11: Combined selections for Undesirable Outcomes for Theme 2



Theme 3 - Valuing and Sharing the Spirit of Place

Highly Desirable

Image 12: Combined selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes for Theme 3

Desirable

Image 13: Combined selections for Desirable Outcomes for Theme 3



Undesirable

Image 14: Combined selections for Undesirable Outcomes for Theme 3

Appendix C
WORKSHOPS

Top Six
Groups placed their ‘top six’ (or so) priority images/descriptions on a map of the
site, often with added descriptions to add new ideas. This placement sometimes
related to the precise location of a particular element and sometimes designated
it as a ‘top six’ priority regardless of specific location on the site.

Key new additions included:
● Audio and visual immersive experiences built in the landscape (e.g. bridge

at Birrarung Marr, Melbourne)
● Small convenience store
● Pedestrian only streets
● Cycle paths
● Sunny space
● More diverse cultural programming
● Disability access

Top Six selections from all tables included:
● Public toilet
● Natural materials
● Evening activities



● Lighting for night time
● Native plantings including flowers
● First Nations performances
● Ngunnawal language through bilingual signage and Ngunnawal names
● Multi-use stage
● Multi-generational performances
● Multi-generational public space with various seating options
● Cycle paths
● Pedestrian only spaces (Bogota is a great example of this)
● Shared pedestrian/car zone
● Cafe with bike parking opening onto park or similar public area
● Natural areas with curved pathways and privacy
● Green buildings
● Well connected, accessible pathways throughout
● Natural areas to walk through with native plantings
● Disability access. Remove steps into buildings, width of doorways and

footpaths
● Smaller areas of lawn with moveable seating
● Natural areas with more private zones for different groups (e.g. older

people, younger people)
● Community greening (e.g. residents plant and maintain plants/planters at

ground level)
● Cafe opening onto park
● Public space with stage
● Quiet green areas
● Audio and visual immersive experiences but in the landscape (e.g. bridge

at Birrarung Marr in Melbourne)
● Wall murals
● Ground murals
● Large Ngunnawal sculpture
● Ngunnawal art in the landscape
● Cafe/restaurant/bar with tables adjacent to the street
● Mini market / variety of small vendors
● Large performance space
● Large nature play area with natural elements such as rocks
● Outdoor games
● Water play
● Large lawn area
● A sunny space
● Bike parking (ground, visitor)
● Government services in one close space (licence, etc)
● Small convenience store
● Indoor creative/educational activities
● More diverse cultural programming/music/street art
● Community events. Festivals, art space, theatre, things for kids to do
● Dog park



● Bringing in greenery in laneways and buildings using cultural plants to cool
and calm

● Natural environment and local artwork throughout
● Community garden space, sensory, learn, outdoor space to get dirty

fingers (for apartment people)
● Natural environment and artwork throughout
● A collection of different makers spaces
● Barbecue area with shade and seating
● Share work spaces
● Laneway with cafe located there
● Storyboards looking into the past with photos
● Visual connection to Country
● Climbing wall
● Outdoor movies
● ‘Little library’

Image 15a:  A ‘Top Six Selection’

Image 15b: A ‘Top Six Selection’



Image 15c: A ‘Top Six Selection’

Image 15d: A ‘Top Six Selection’



Image 15e: A ‘Top Six Selection’

Image 15f: A ‘Top Six Selection’



Image 15g: A ‘Top Six Selection’

Image 15h: A ‘Top Six Selection’

Highly Desirable, Desirable and Undesirable
In groups, participants ordered place cards as either ‘highly desirable’, ‘desirable’
or ‘undesirable’ in terms of the project site. The number of selections of each
image at each of the two workshops are shown under each of the three themes
below.



Theme 1 - Bringing People Together Across Different Generations

Highly Desirable - Workshop 1

Image 16: Workshop 1 selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes - Theme 1

Highly Desirable - Workshop 2

Image 17: Workshop 2 selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes - Theme 1



Desirable - Workshop 1

Image 18: Workshop 1 selections for Desirable Outcomes - Theme 1

Desirable - Workshop 2

Image 19: Workshop 2 selections for Desirable Outcomes - Theme 1



Undesirable - Workshop 1

Image 20: Workshop 1 selections for Undesirable Outcomes - Theme 1

Undesirable - Workshop 2

Image 21: Workshop 2 selections for Undesirable Outcomes - Theme 1



Theme 2 - Showcasing the Best of Urban Life

Highly Desirable - Workshop 1

Image 22: Workshop 1 selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes - Theme 2



Highly Desirable - Workshop 2

Image 23: Workshop 2 selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes - Theme 2



Desirable - Workshop 1

Image 24: Workshop 1 selections for Desirable Outcomes - Theme 2



Desirable - Workshop 2

Image 25: Workshop 2 selections for Desirable Outcomes - Theme 2



Undesirable - Workshop 1

Image 26: Workshop 1 selections for Undesirable Outcomes - Theme 2



Undesirable - Workshop 2

Image 27: Workshop 1 selections for Undesirable Outcomes - Theme 2



Theme 3 - Valuing and Sharing the Spirit of Place

Highly Desirable - Workshop 1

Image 28: Workshop 1 selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes - Theme 3



Highly Desirable - Workshop 2

Image 29: Workshop 2 selections for Highly Desirable Outcomes - Theme 3



Desirable - Workshop 1

Image 30: Workshop 1 selections for Desirable Outcomes - Theme 3

Desirable - Workshop 2

Image 31: Workshop 2 selections for Desirable Outcomes - Theme 3



Undesirable - Workshop 1

Image 32: Workshop 1 selections for Undesirable Outcomes - Theme 3



Undesirable - Workshop 2

Image 33: Workshop 2 selections for Undesirable Outcomes - Theme 3


